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By the time you read this
we will have completed another
fiscal year at Top Ag Cooperative
on August 31st. I guess after doing
this for 30 years I shouldn’t be surprised when I look back and say,
“another interesting year!” We
started the fiscal year with a wet
fall but good yields. In the winter
we acquired the business assets of
Terayne Ag Services of Venedy.
We followed that with a very nice
early spring and a very wet May.
We did get the crop planted and
have had a nice summer all in all.
Hopefully once again we’re looking
forward to a fall with nice weather
and big yields. Much of this year
has been overshadowed by COVID19 and how to deal with that as a
functioning business. It hasn’t been
easy and recently we had to shut
down our offices and restrict contact as we had several exposures
and even some positive cases of
COVID within the coop. We apologize for the inconvenience and I
hope by the time you read this we
are open and running near normal

again. We thank you for your patience as we have all had to go
through this together making this
far from a normal way of doing
business here at Top Ag! Last year
in 2019 we celebrated the 100 year
anniversary of Okawville Farmers
Elevator Company, this year we
recognize the 100th anniversary of
the Trenton Coop Equity Exchange
forming in 1920. Early writings of
the coop in 1941 state that; “The
early history of the Trenton Coop is
not crystal clear. In fact, no written
minutes were found for the first 20
years of the Coop’s existence. However, the original charter of the articles of incorporation was found
and on display at the 1941 annual
meeting. The original charter dated
October 4, 1920, has the names of
53 people who invested $200 each
which totals $10,600 and represents 2 shares per stockholder. The
members of the first board of directors were Henry Kaufman, Carl
Huelsmann, Charles Harpstrite, Edward Phillip and Carl Schafer.”
Other noted highlights: In

1949 the board approved building
a new office, each board member
and the manager was to try to
raise $4,000 from the membership
on promissory notes to pay for the
project. In 1950 the steel elevator
was built for $45,000. The concrete
elevator was built in 1959 & 1960
at a cost of $250,395. In 1964 the
Trenton Milling Company was purchased for $17,536. The mill
burned in 1965! Four additional
concrete silos were poured in 1978
at the cost of $119,000. In 1985
the Cropmate fertilizer plant was
purchased. In 1991 Trenton started
providing management services for
the Pierron Coop and purchased it
in 1992. In 1995 a 205,000 bushel
steel bin was built in Trenton.
While this certainly didn’t list everything that went on in the early
years of the Trenton Coop it is a
glimpse into some of the highlights
noted in a historical review by the
Trenton board chairman in 2004.
While many things change, some
things remain constant as evidenced in the board chairs final
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final remarks from 2004; “Last but not least, the strength of this coop has always been its people.
We have been very fortunate to always have qualified individuals involved in the business, whether
they be employees, board members or customers!” That remains true today! We look forward to
serving you again in the new fiscal year, which I’m sure will be another interesting year! Thank you
for your business!

Agronomy

Jake Greten
Thank you to all of our customers and employees for their outstanding supA gronomy M ana ge r
port and effort in another challenging year! The season started out great allowing
us to get a lot of NH3 applied in April, then the rain wouldn’t stop falling, delaying
nearly all work in May. The rain definitely stopped in June, and while a lot was accomplished, the lack of
rain stressed the crops and failed to activate much of the chemical, leading to resprays and difficulties controlling weeds. All of this work was accomplished with the looming threat of COVID hanging over us all, but
you all persevered and the crops are looking great. Again, thank you to all customers and employees for a
safe and successful spring!
As we start to turn our attention to harvest and 2021 planning, Top Ag is excited to announce that
we will be offering our wheat rebate program again, in which a customer can earn up to $15/acre! Each
year more growers are taking advantage of this productive offer. The program includes Agrimaxx or Croplan seed wheat, a fall fertilizer application, two-passes of Nitrogen, a spring herbicide/fungicide application, a spring head scab fungicide application, and double crop seed beans. Call your sales agronomist for
details and to see how to qualify.

Lumberyard

Dave Wilke
New starts to housing are going strong this summer. In July, there was about 15
L umberya rd M anage r
percent more housing permits compared to last July. The Lumberyard has been busy.
So far, we have enough lumber and material on hand to keep the contractors and walk in trade supplied. It’s
the special order material that we have trouble getting in.
As you know, all building material is going up because of COVID-19. Various factories and mills were
shut down for weeks at a time, and others had to social distance to keep workers safe. It’s creating a shortage of materials and longer delivery time. If you plan on building make sure you have the material before you
start.

Financial Details
Lloyd Strubhart

We will be offering zero percent financing on certain product. Call your sales
person or contact myself. If you need any financing Top Ag offers several different
types of financing programs. For customers who did not have some kind of financing last year, your amounts
should be paid off soon.
If you would like to learn more about the financing and what we offer, just give me a call at
618.243.3360 or e-mail me at lloyds@topag.net.
C redit M ana ge r

Harvest Safety Reminders
Harvest is quickly approaching. The fall season can bring farmers excitement, stress, and fatigue, as
you try your best to maximize your harvest. Below are some important safety reminders to help keep
you safe this fall!
1. Equipment – Always use a tractor equipped with a ROPS when possible. Keep your equipment in
good condition and check to ensure all guards are properly positioned.
2. Turn off the machine – Everyone is rushing to get that last field harvested and then the corn harvester gets plugged. Even though you are in a hurry to get done, you must ALWAYS turn off the tractor BEFORE you get off the tractor to check or unclog any piece of equipment.
3. Rest and Breaks – During the harvest time, it is very easy for farm family members to not get adequate rest, take breaks, and even eat meals. In order for you to remain alert during harvest, you
cannot sacrifice rest and nutrition. When doing fieldwork, take short breaks throughout the day to
get out of the tractor to stretch. Stay hydrated and pack nutritious snacks or meals so that you have
energy to complete the day’s work.
4. Extra Workers – When it is crunch time during harvest, a person may sometimes accept help
from a neighbor, family member, or friend. However, it is important for you to provide that person
with farm safety training related to the task that they will be helping with on the farm.
5. Youth Safety – If you have youth (either your own, hired, or volunteers) working for you during
the harvest season, evaluate the job they are doing to ensure they are not taking on more responsibility than they are mentally, cognitively, and physically able to accomplish. Always provide training
for youth workers prior to doing any work and check in with them on regular intervals to check on
their progress and safety.
6. Body Mechanics – Not all harvesting is done with tractors and combines. Some fall crops require
hand harvesting and heavy lifting. Remember it is better to make multiple trips with lighter loads
than to strain your body by lifting or carrying too much. When carrying an object, hold the object as
close to your body as possible and lift with your knees rather than your back.
7. Sleep – Do not ignore your health during the harvest season. As hard as it might be, try to get adequate sleep which will help you rejuvenate from a hard day and prepare you for the next busy day.
8. Accessing the Tractor – During chopping, a person can get on and off the tractor numerous times
to hitch and unhitch wagons. Consider using a hitching system to reduce the number of time you
need to get on and off the tractor. If it is unavoidable, maintain 3 points of contact when getting on
or off the tractor and avoid jumping off of the tractor or tractor steps to improve your safety and to
protect your joints over time.
9. Personal Protective Equipment – Use personal protective equipment such as ear plugs, gloves,
and safety glasses when appropriate.
10. Traveling on Roadways – Check to make sure that you have the recommended lighting on your
tractor and implements especially when traveling in the early mornings or evenings. When possible,
avoid traveling on roadways during the busy morning and evening commute times. Use an escort vehicle when necessary. Ensure your equipment has a slow moving vehicle triangle where it is easily
visible. Also, before moving equipment from one field to another, farmers should make sure that all
signals on the equipment are working.

Grain Department
Scott Harre
The grain market has caught a little life since the August 12th crop report.
G ra in D epa rt me nt M ana ger
The overall production numbers were bearish, however the demand was increased. The corn market has seen a price rally of 30 cents since the report and soybeans 50 cents during the
same time. This has brought on a lot of producer selling for new crop grain sales in both the harvest and January time slots. China has been a big buyer of our exports for the past couple months for new crop through
January of 2021. There is some concern after the January time slot they will be in the market to buy U.S.
grains as the South America crop is cheaper. Basis levels remain strong for all of the time slots from harvest
through January. The Board of Trade will have the most of the work to get any additional gains. This rally in
the last half of August is something we do not normally see. Typically, the last half of August and first half of
September are bearish to the cash markets. Continue to look for any gains in the market to get some sales on
the book for any fall cash needs or lock in the carry in the market. Top Ag should be in a good position to
handle this year’s crop. We look forward to working with our patrons this fall.

Transportation
Trucking Policy

Mallory Buescher

Effective 08/21/2018

Truc king M ana ge r

Bin Entry – Bin clean out:
At no time shall our drivers enter into customer’s bins to help clean out the bin, unless they are in accordance
with our Grain Bin Cleaning and Sweep Auger Operation Policy and OSHA regulations. For a list of the
OSHA regulations, see page 3 under Larisa’s Safety News.

Light (short) Loads
We will consider 750 bushels to be a full load and we consider 17 cents per bushel to be an average trucking
rate. Loads that are less than 750 bushels will be considered for accessed a 17 per bushel charge on the load
based on bushel load.
Example: Your short load of corn
520 bushels
Full load factor
750 bushels
Difference
230 bushels
230 bushels x .17 a bushel = $39.10
This would result in an additional $39.10 being charged to you to cover our trucking expenses

Heavy Loads – Loaded by Patron (w/ no driver supervision)
We will consider loads of 1,000 bushels or more to be heavy loads. Loads over 1,000 bushels will have a 2
cent per bushel charge accessed on the entire load.
Example: Your load of corn is 1090 since this is over 1000 bushels it will be considered a heavy
load and will result in a charge of $21.80 (1090 x .02 a bushel = $21.80)

Non GMO Programs

Mike Fuhler
With fall harvest approaching quickly, you will soon be harvesting your Non
G ra in O rigina t or
GMO corn and soybeans. The Non GMO grain market is extremely soft right now. In
fact, we do not currently have a premium program to offer on either new crop or soybeans. With that said it, it will be important once you finish harvest to let me know if you have any extra
Non GMO bushels that you would like to capture a premium on. That way if I am informed about a program I
can contact you before the program is filled.
If programs become available this winter, expect the Non GMO corn premiums to be in the 20 cent
per bushel area, and soybeans anywhere from 75 cents to $1.25 per bushel premium.
In the meantime, have a safe and productive harvest. I can be reached at the Trenton location; (618)224-7332 or toll free 1-888-508-3477.

Human Resources

Katie Rennegarbe
Human R es ourc es
Our Summer 2020 Agronomy internships have come to a close! All interns did a fantas-

tic job and we hope that Top Ag gave them a great experience for their summer. I will
soon be looking for new candidates for the Summer 2021 Agronomy internship positions. If you have anyone
that you would like to recommend please have them contact me at careers@topag.net.

Do you have an android or iPhone? Download a QR
scanner-for FREE*-in your app store and scan our QR
Codes below! Some great free scanners are Scan and





We’re On The Web!

Like Us On
Facebook!

Labor Day—Closed
-Monday, September 7th
Daylight Savings Time—
Sunday, November 1st
Thanksgiving Day—CLOSED

Tips to Staying Safe During Harvest

LOCATIONS & MANAGERS
Addieville– Jarid Henss
P: 618.424.7736 F: 618.424.0057
Mascoutah–
P: 618.566.8248 F: 618.566.8250
Okawville– Kevin Hartkemeyer
P: 618.243.5293 F: 618.243.6345
Pierron– Dennis Wernle
P: 618.654.9804 F: 618.654.5639
St. Libory– Ryan Holtgrave
P: 618.243.5053 F: 618.243.6345
Trenton- Shawn Meier
P: 618.224.7332 F: 618.243.6345
-Mallory Buescher-Transportation P: 618.224.7808
Lumberyard– Dave Wilke
P: 618.243.6137 F: 618.243.6345

STAFF
Accounting
Billing
Feed

Grain

Rhonda Greten, Accounting Clerk
Jennifer Trame, Staff Accountant

618.243.3390
618.243.3297

John Thomas (Okawville)

618.243.3359

Duane Kampwerth (Trenton)
Lucas Lehde (Okawville)
Shawn Meier (Trenton)

618.224.7332
618.314.2596
618.698.3123

Agronomy
Okawville

Jake Greten Agronomy Manager
Andrew Rensing
Brandon Buss

618.534.8908
618.795.2600
618.314.2841

Pierron
Josh Tebbe
Dennis Wernle
Ryan Schumacher

618.520.0437
618.960.8512
618.402. 9037

Doug Horstmann
Tori DeClercq
Tyler Gross
Jakob Koch

618.578.3349
618.795-2699
618.410.9467
618.520.0702

Terry Habrock
Lucas Green

618.314.1612
618.314.6039

Trenton
Scott Harre, Grain Manager
Mike Fuhler, Grain Merchandiser (Trenton)
Beth Potthast, Grain Accountant

618.243.3357
618.224.7804
618.243.3350

Jacob Brammeier, Grain Merchandise
Brett Gilomen , Grain Merchandise

618.243.3351
618.304.7934

Venedy

